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It Happens Each Spring
Renewed Energy

It happens each Spring, we move our clocks forward and lose
an hour’s sleep. Gained, however, is that extra end-of-day
sunlight that feels so amazing. No question.

All transitions involve adjustment, sometimes a new
perspective, but for me, a change of seasons brings energy. It’s
a time to look ahead, both personally, professionally and
financially.

Here at South Shore Bank, Spring explodes with a renewed
growth which includes enhanced services, increased home
sales, and a South Shore Bank team whose professional
expertise meets and greets our clients’ needs.

As always, all of us at South Shore Bank thank each of you for
your business. Our wish is that Spring blooms bright, healthy,
and brings new wonder into your life!

Best Wishes,

Pamela J. O'Leary, Executive V.P., COO & CTO
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Personal Banking with the Touch of the Screen!
Face2Face
FACE2FACE is a convenient electronic way to do your banking and still receiving that personal touch
service of face-to-face transactions. Unlike an regular ATM, there is a South Shore Bank Service
Representative on video that will help you with your needs just as if you were in the lobby.You'll talk to
a live person who can... 

Answer your banking questions
Cash checks to the penny
Make your deposit
Withdraw money for you
Make a loan payment
Transfer funds between your accounts
Get your account balance and other information
Plus, Face2Face extended hours makes it easier on your schedule

Come and meet Face2Face Monday - Friday, 7 am to 7pm, Saturday 7 am to 2 pm. Click on the logo
for all FACE2FACE locations.

During the Month of March 2019, use Face2Face® and you may find your “Pot of Gold”!!! Click on the
image below for more information and contest rules.
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Organizing and Storing Your Online Passwords
Keep your passwords secure and accessible with these storage
methods

Considering how connected you are in today’s digital world, it’s important to ensure your online
presence is secure with a strong set of passwords. It can admittedly be difficult to keep track of these
various passwords, and as the number of websites you sign into grows, so does the challenge of
organizing that growing list. Fortunately there are some helpful tricks and tools you can use to
organize and store the passwords you use while on the internet.

Why multiple passwords are essential

Many internet users may question
the point of utilizing numerous
passwords for different websites.
Nick Douglas of LifeHacker
explains that reusing passwords
makes it more likely for you to be
hacked. If someone gets a hold of
your password, it will be easier for
them to steal your information or
identity if you use the same
password for different websites.
Multiple passwords that avoid
common phrases will keep all of
your data more secure. It may be
tempting to make several simple
passwords for all the sites that you
use, but Robert Siciliano of the
Balance warns that doing so is a
mistake, as these simple
passwords will be easier for
hackers to decipher.

Method #1: Write your passwords down

One of the simplest ways to track your passwords is to physically write them down. Hayley
Tsukayama of The Washington Post says that writing your passwords down on a physical piece of
paper groups all of your passwords in one convenient location. Tsukayama warns that piece of paper
or notebook could be stolen, however, thus putting all of your passwords at risk. Nara Schoenberg of
The Chicago Tribune says that a piece of paper with all of your passwords on it is even more
vulnerable if you live with a roommate or in a dorm-like setting. If you live alone or with a trusted
friend or family member, this method is a bit more secure.

Method #2: Store your passwords in a computer document

A similar way of storing your passwords involves creating a digital document on your computer.
Schoenberg states that this method is a fair bit more secure than simply writing down your passwords,
as you have to log in to your computer to access it. If someone is able to get a hold of this document,
though, they’ll have access to all your passwords just as easily as if you wrote them down. Never



share this document over the internet or via e-mail.

Method #3: Store your passwords on the cloud

There are various methods of storing your internet passwords over the internet. One of the most
common methods is via a cloud-based system. Siciliano says that storing passwords via the cloud
presents a number of advantages. The cloud is easy to access on any of your devices, meaning you’ll
take your passwords with you on the go. The data is also encrypted, protecting it from other online
users. Siciliano does warn that the cloud is not foolproof. Like all computer systems, cloud-based
interfaces can be vulnerable to advanced hacking or system outages.

Method #4: Use a password management program

Another way to store and protect your passwords is by utilizing a password protection program or app.
These systems are designed specifically to organize and protect internet passwords. Many of these
password managers are free. However, Jon Martindale of Digital Trends says that the most reliable of
these services require a small fee to access. David Nield of Gizmodo notes that many internet
browsers have built-in password management systems of their own. These work best if you’re signing
into a program that is supported by the browser, such as signing into Gmail via Google Chrome.

Drafting a wide assortment of passwords will help keep you more secure on the web, and employing a
storage method will make it easy to access those passwords.
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March Employee Anniversaries
Congratulations!

John Mannion 16 yrs.
Susan Adams-Mercurio 11 yrs.
Sara A. Begley 6 yrs.
Victoria Quinn 5 yrs.
Margarita Daley 4 yrs.
Weinian Zhen 3 yrs.
Ana Lors 2 yrs.
Olivia O'Connor 1 yr.
Albert Smith Jr. 1 yr.

Their commitment and dedication is truly appreciated here at South Shore Bank! 
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Financial Skills for Young Adults
Financial skills young adults need to acquire

The real world is expensive, and if young adults lack financial aptitude, they will struggle not only
fiscally, but emotionally as well. That’s why you need to acquire financial skills as you make your way
through college, navigate your first job and learn to save for the years to come.

College-bound

College is often the first time you
will experience a real sense of
freedom. Gone are the days of a
traditional school schedule with
parents and teachers standing over
your shoulder to make sure you
study, eat and complete your
assignments. College may also be
the first time you are faced with
managing your own money to
cover bills, school expenses and
inevitable loan payments. To help
keep you from failing Personal
Finance 101, Shelley Elmblad,
writing for The Balance,
recommends establishing a
budget. Record income from
sources such as part-time job,
student loans, money from parents,
grants, savings accounts and
scholarships. Then record expenses: things such as books, tuition, rent, clothes, entertainment,
college fees, supplies, personal care items and transportation costs. By tracking the first two months
of spending, you will earn an accurate baseline of necessary and unnecessary spending and where’s
there’s room in the budget for saving.

On the job

The thought of saving for retirement after securing the first job out of college may seem ludicrous.
After all, you still need to pay off college loans, not to mention rent, car payments and insurance fees.
However, saving for the future as soon as possible and investing in employer-matching retirement
programs with the max amount possible are smart financial moves, according to The Balance writer
Miriam Caldwell.

Remember the budget you used in college? Now is the time to update if for the real world. Tracking
your income, expenses and spending is the only way to gain control of your finances and create a
financial nest egg, notes Caldwell. As you progress in your career, your financial health should
become more robust. Be sure to consistently evaluate and re-evaluate your budget, plans for the
future and investment options.

Credit cards are convenient, and sometimes the only resource you have to get through stressful
financial times. But, they come at a high price. Sinking into credit card debt happens quickly and



before you know it, you’re over your head in fees and balances you can’t clear.

To help you stay afloat, Caldwell suggests foregoing any dependence on plastic. “Other than buying a
car or buying a home, you should try to pay cash for everything else that you need,” she writes. If
you’re already saddled with debt, she recommends tackling it with a thoughtful plan so you can be
debt-free as soon as possible.

In case of emergency

Life will throw you expensive curveballs, and without an emergency fund, your financial health will
take on serious damage. According to Investopedia writer Amy Fontinelle, any amount you can save
each month in a money market account, certificate of deposit or online savings account will do
wonders in establishing your financial safety net. Be sure the account you choose earns high-interest
rates, too.

By adopting smart money habits, like budgeting, saving for retirement and building an emergency fund
as a young adult, you’ll create a lucrative and secure future.
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